A LEGENDARY FRENCH BRAND

DEDICATEDTOFRENCHLUXURYGASTRONOMYSINCE1886
Formorethan 130years, the family-owned FAUCHONbrandhasbeenan
innovator in Frenchluxury gastronomy: “haute patisserie”, macarons, chocolate,
tea, delicacies and gourmet gifts. Always imaginative, ingenious, and inspired
to pushthe culinary envelope, the inimitableFrenchgastronomy brandcurrently
tantalizes discriminating palates across all continents.

FEATURINGABOLDPERSONALITY
ThenameFAUCHONis synonymouswith acontemporary, glamourous
andaudacious French brand. It inspires adesirable, casual chic, vibrant,
andfreepersonality.

WITHACELEBRATEDGLOBALPRESENCE
FAUCHONis the most renowned French luxury gastronomy brand present in 50
countries. Thename“FAUCHON”is recognized by91%of Frenchpeople, 50%of
NewYorkers,53%of Brazilians, 96%of Emiratis and77%
of Tokyoinhabitants.

ACCESSIBLEGLOBALLYVIARETAIL,RESTAURANTS,
ANDHOTELSCONCEPTS
The100brand outlets (F&B, retail, corners) are present in the best luxury
locations across theworld: ParisSaint Honoré,LotteTowerin Seoul,Takashimaya
department stores in Tokyo, Dubai Mall in Dubai ... Andnow with 2 hotels, in
Paris (France) andKyoto (Japan).

A NATURAL B R A N D EXTENSION

FAUCHONHospitality, FAUCHON’sbranch dedicated to hotels,
was launched in 2018.

CREATINGADESIRABLE
GLOBALHOTEL
COLLECTION
The future FAUCHON L’Hôtel
portfolio currently has 5 luxury
boutique hotels in the pipeline
including the next one opening in
Kyoto in 2020. The goal is for a
worldwide network of 20hotels.

LEVERAGINGFAUCHON’S
EXPERTISEINF&BAND
LUXURYLIFESTYLE
Combining our formidable
expertises, FAUCHON boutique
hotels will first and formost be
5* properties with a distinctive
FAUCHON twist. Thanks to our
50years of experience in F&B
throughout FAUCHONCafé in
15countries, wecan most
effectively balance F&B and
hotel revenues.

ATTRACTINGLONG-TERMLOCALPARTNERS
Whilewebring expert knowledgeandservices, local partnership will ensure
consistent andimpeccable operation. FAUCHONHospitality seeks investors
and operators to partner with us and bring the FAUCHONL’Hôtel concept to life
aroundthe world.

Fauchon L’Hôtel Paris, opened September 2018, part of Leading
Hotels of TheWorld
9,4on Booking.comand 5on TripAdvisor

F A U C H O N L’HÔTEL E X C L U S I V E B R A N D C O N C E P T

THEMOSTGLAMOUROUSHOTEL:
acocoon of delights and sensory comfort where I live the intimate, artsy
and eclectic experience of the FAUCHONbrand.
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CREATIVEANDCONTEMPORARY
Themost innovativeParisian pastry
adhering to the standards of the
French culinary tradition.

MAGICAL& LUXURIOUS
at the heart of the urban daily life
and wherethe city lives at night.

GourmetBar,FAUCHONexclusive. FAUCHONdelicacies
offered to all guests complimentary, personalized,
and restockedeveryother day.

Viewof the Eiffel Tower fromthe Duplex Suite
FauchonL’Hôtel Paris.
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ARTYFEELING& PRIVATESERVICES
beyond the usual private hospitality
services.

Private cruise on the Seine with Fauchon’s private
boat.
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INTUNEWITHWOMEN
Sophisticated lighting, Dysonhairdryer,
bathrobes sized appropriately and
Carita beauty products.

CREATING B U Z Z W ORLDWIDE

«
- forbes

«
- vogue

Moreinformation on:
fauchonhospitality.com
E-mail : info@la-businesscard.com
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